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The results of an ab initio (6-31G) molecular orbital calculation of the dipole moment derivatives and gas phase IR intensities 
of difluoromethane are reported. The results are compared with corresponding values obtained from a CNDO calculation. 
The directions of the dipole derivatives calculated by the two methods agree very well, whereas the intensities differ significantly. 
The results are also analyzed for the charge-charge flux-overlap electronic contributions to the dipole derivatives.

Introduction

A number of reasonably successful predictions have been 

made for the infrared intensities of the fundamental absorp

tion bands for molecules containing fluorine atoms, using a 

F-atom polar tensor transferred from the experimental polar 

tensor derived from the CH3F molecule12. However, it has 

been reported by Newton et al.3 that the calculated intensities 

of CH2F2 by using the hydrogen and fluorine tensors transfer

red from CH3F deviate somewhat significantly from the ex

perimental data.

Table 1. Structural Data and Definition of Internal and Symmetry 
Coordinates of Difluoromethane

Masses(u)0: mc= 12.0, mH= 1.007825, mD = 2.014102, 
mf= 18.998405

Structure": 0.10934 nm, RCf = 0.13574 nm,
HCH=113°40,. FCF=108°19,

Dipole': 6.571 x 10_,° C-m
Internal coordinates^: Ri = = &七15

R2 = &13 R7 = da>4
R3 = dr,4 Ra =
R4 = &15 R9 =
R5 드 如13 Rio =

Symmetry coordinates*':
S. = (1//2)(R + RJ

A S2 = (1//2)佩 + R4)
1 S3 = aRs - b (R7 + R8 + R9 + R.o)

S4= cR6 - dRs - e (R7 + R8 + R9 + Rm)
A2 S5 = (1/2) (R7 - R8 - R，+ R.o)
D S = (1//2) (R, - R2)

5 = (1/2) (R7 + Ra - R. - RJ 
d SK = (1//2) (R.t - R4)

6 = (1/2) (R, - RM + R. - R10)
A】= fRs 卜 gR6 + h(R7 + + Ry + R|O)

a = 0.88815, b = 0.22977
c = 0.92336, d =0.17643,
f = 0.42433, g =0.38393,

e = 0.17049
h = 0.41005

"Reference 11. ^Reference 12. £Reference 13. "The s니bscripts refer 
to the atoms shown in Figure 1(a); r„ and a„k represent, respectively, 
the appropriate bond-length and bond-angle, "the symmetry type 
was classified based on the C2l. point group. Sr..., represents the redun
dancy condition.

Morcillo et al.4 have previously interpreted the experimen

tal infrared intensities of CH2F2. However, they were not able 

to decide which of the several possible sets of atomic polar 

tensors (arising from different choices of signs for the 9P/dQ, 

derivatives) were correct.

Following the above implications, we have performed the 

quantum mechanical analysis for the infrared intensities of 

fundamental vibrations of difluoromethane (CH2F2 and CD2F2); 

比e results are presented here.

Method of Calculation

The intensities of the fundamentals are calculated by mak

ing use of the concept of the atomic polar tensors. The polar 

tensor for an atom a- in a molecule is defined as5

-dPx/dxQ dPx/dya 3Px/dza、

dPy/dxa dPy/dya dPy/dza (1)

' 3Px/dya dPx/dza'

Here Px, etc., is the x component of the dipole moment and

x。，y„, etc., are the space-fixed Cartesian coordinates locating 

the a atom.

The detailed description of how the fundamental intensities 

are derived from the atomic polar tensors (or vice versa) is 

given 이sewhere气 Briefly, once the atomic polar tensors 

(APTs) are given in the correct molecular coordinate frames, 

the Pq matrix (composed of the Cartesian components of the 

dipole moment derivatives with respect to the normal coor

dinates) is calculated by5

Pq = P" (2)

Here Px is the 3 x 3n (n = the number of atoms) matrix com

posed of the n juxtaposed 3x3 APTs, A is the symmetrized 

A matrix (the inverse of the Wilson's B matrix), and L is the 

symmetrized normal coordinate transformation matrix5. The 

integrated band area is related to the PQ elements, 3P/3Q,, by7

A, = (974. 8644) OP/aQJ , (Km mole-1), (3)

if 0P/3Q, is in eu L (Here u designates atomic mass units, 

and e is the charge on 나le electron: le = 1.602 x 10-19 C.) 

To calculate the elements of the APTs the numerical dif

ference approximation dP/do 으 AP/Ao is employed, with 

Ao = 0.02 A. The calculations have been performed by the
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Table 2. Harmonic Force Field and Normal Coordinates of 
Difluoromethane

Harmonic force constants (Nm기)。:
A K“ = 537.7, K12 = 35.6, K„ = 693.8, Kl3=10.9, K23=-34.4, A

1 K33 = 62.0, Km=-4.4, K24 = 36.7, K“=-3.3, K44= 137.7
A 고 K55 = 77.2
B, U = 529.4, K<" = 17.6, K„ = 115.6 
B 2 K88 = 523.6, K89 = 80.9, K„ = 92.7 
Normal coordinates (iL'驴：

Q3 Q4ch2f2 Q Q

A, st 1.02052 -0.02511 -0.00066 -0.00454
s2 -0.05023 0.06793 0.31685 0.04741
S3 -0.05526 1.50936 -0.02295 0.06741
s4 0.08020

Qs

-0.11172 -0.29280 0.31907

a2 s5 1.12256

Qfi %

% Se 1.05310 0.00212
s7 -0.17220

q8

0.85750

q9

Ba s8 -0.09361 0.39166
s9 1.23150 -0.18598

CD2F2 Q. q2 Qa Q4

A. s. 0.73872 0.01602 -0.01903 -0.00730
§ -0.08236 0.24509 -0.20241 0.04422
S3 -0.12968 0.88833 0.64845 0.09232
s4 0.12526

Qs

-0.27215 0.12954 0.31608

a2 Ss 0.80799

Qg q7

B. s4 0.78269 0.02600
s7 -0.25236

Q

0.69228

q9
B, s8 0.33410 0.22481

s9 . -0.86315 0.44594

"Reference 10. 6The indices labelling the normal coordinates corres
pond to the labels identifying the vibrational mode given in reference 
10.

CNDO8 and ab initio methods. The ab initio calculations were 

carried out with the GAUSSIAN-70 program9 using the 

6-31G basis set. Experimental values are used both for the 

molecular geometry and for the force fi시d. The equilibrium 

structural data and the definition of the internal and symmetry 

coordinates are listed in Table 1. The normal coordinates 

calculated using the force field given by Blom and Muller10 

are given in Table 2. The coordinate axes and molecular orien

tation of difluoromethane used in the normal coordinate 

calculation are shown in Figure 1(a).

Table 3. C지culated intensities of CH2F2 and CD2F2 in the units 
of km mole-1 *s

Band Vi (cm-1) 6-31G CNDO Observed*1

ch2f2 At v. 2948 35.0 29.5 29.8
v2 1508 3.1 11.6 0
Vj 1113 130 61.2 55.0
Va 528 12.7 11.0 4.7

A2 v5 1262 0 0 0
Bl V6 3014 63.8 53.8 41.0

V7 1178 31.5 37.2 8.95
Ba vs 1435 24.9 30.0 10.3

V9 1090 218 106 243.9

CD2F2 A^Bj vi 2129 38.5 29.6 15.3
Vj 1165]

245.5 166 172.5
& 1158」

1027]
105.2 32.7 113.5

V9 1002J
V4 522 13.1 10.8 4.9

A2 vs 907 0 0 0
Bi v6 2284 56.5 47.5 18.2

V7 962 32.8 33.2 7.8

■■Reference 14.

Results and Discussion

The intensities calculated for the fundamental vibrations 

of CH2F2 and CD2F2 are compared with the experimental 

values in Table 3. The calculated intensities are, in general, 

higher than the experimental values, approximately by a fac

tor of 2. The most noticeable disagreement occurs for the 1508 

cm-1 CH2 scissor mode (v2) of CH2F2. The measured intensity 

is zero (or very, very small). We predict a nonzero intensity 

for this mode. The ab initio calculated intensity appears to 

be more reasonable than the CNDO result.

For the illative intensities of the symmetric CF2 stretching 

mode (v3), the CH2 rocking mode (v7), and the CF2 asymmetric 

stretching mode (v9) in CH2F2, there are some discrepancies 

between calculated and experimental results. The measured 

relative intensities of the v3 and v7 bands w辻h respect to that 

of the intense v9 band were substantially smaller. It is possi

ble that those discrepancies arise from the difficulty in 

separating the overlapped bands experimentally. The v3 mode 

is indeed overlapped by the intense v9 mode and by the weak 

v7 mode. It can be seen from Table 3 that the agreement bet

ween the experimental and calculated intensities of CH2F2 is 

much better when they are summed over all the bands in the 

1100 cm-1 spectral region.

For CD2F2t the most noticeable discrepancy between ex

perimental and calculated intensities occurs for the B】modes. 

The calculated intensities of v, and v4 modes are about two 

times larger than the measured values. It is noteworthy that 

the CNDO calculated intensities of the CF2 asymmetric stret

ching mode (v9) in both molecules, CH2F2 and CD2F2, are too 

small. On the other hand, the intensities of the CH stretching 

modes (vt and v6) are overestimated by this method. In this 

regard, the ab initio method appears to be superior to the 

semiempirical method. In order to gain more information on
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C(l) H(2) F(4)

Table 4. Atomic polar tensors of difluoromethane in units of e's"

6-31G

7).996 0 0

0 1.508 0
、。 0 1.238

'-0.114 -0.048、
0 -0.019 0

、-0.086 0 -0.0 电

〔0.384 0 0、
0 -0.735 0.268
0 0.196 -0.601、、、 /

CNDO
"().900 0 0

0 1.130 0
、0 0 0.99。，

^-0.123 0 -0.018、
0 -0.055 0

0.057 0 -0.064^

^-0.327 0 0、
0 -0.510 0.155
0 0.056 -0.431 ,

Expt'I
t.681 0 0 、

0 1.495 0
、0 0 0.800^

”-0.087 0 -0.061、
0 0.020 0

、—0.101 0 -0.011

J.253 0 0

0 -0.767 0.378
0 0.142 -0.389、、 /

CHsFb

^0.716 0 0

0 1.256 0
0 0 1.031、、、

""-0.103 0 -0.082

0 0.073 0
0.054 0 -0.028

”-0.255 0 0、
0 -0.701 0.322

、0 0.322 -0.489 /

"APTs of CH2F2 correspond to those of atoms numbered in Figure 1(a). fcPolar tensors reported in reference (16) are transformed in accordance 
with the coordinate system shown in Figure 1(b).

the cause of underestimation of the v9 band intensities, the 

CNDO results are analyzed for the charge-charge flux-overlap 

electronic contributions to the dipole derivatives. Those results 

will be discussed later.

According to .he ab initio calculations, the v2 band for 

CD2F2 contributes 24% to the overlapped v2 + v8 band 

and the v3 band 46% to the overlapped v3 + v9 band. For 

their verification., spectra should be taken at low temperature. 

Nevertheless, it may be appropriate to mention that, as will 

be discussed later, the reported intensities of CH2F2 and CD2F2 

seem not to be isotopically consistent with each other.

The calculated APTs for 나le C(l), H(2), and F(4) atoms 

in Figure 1(a) are listed in Table 4. Although the magnitudes 

of the APT elements are not exactly consistent between the 

two calculations, the general trends are in fair agreement. In 

specific, the signs of the elements obtained from the semi em

pirical method agree well with those from the ab initio method 

Moreover, the two methods have resulted in the same signs 

for the dipole derivatives with respect to the normal coor

dinates, 0P/OQ. For difluoromethane which belongs to the 

C小 point group, 3P;/3Q/s are the only nonzero elements for 

the At vibrational modes, OPjaQ's for the Bt modes, and 

OP方Q's for the B2 modes in the coordinates defined in 

Figure 1(a). Theoretical calculations led to the (- + + -)choice 

of signs for the A】 modes of CH2F2(aPx/aQ, and 3PJ3Q4 

being negative and the others positive). The (- +) (3Px/3Q6 

being negative and dPJdQ7 positive) and (+ -)(aPJ。Q be

ing positive and d Py/ d Q9 negative) signs were unequivocally 

obtained for the and B2 modes, respectively, in CH2F2. For 

CD2F2, the (- 4-——)，(一+) and (——)sign sets were obtain

ed for the Aj, B), and B2 modes, respectively.

Since both theoretical calculations have led to the same sign 

choices for the dipole derivatives of difluoromethane with 

respect to the normal coordinates, we have derived the atomic 

polar tensors from the reported intensities of CH2F2 on the 

basis of signs calculated quantum mechanically. The results 

are also listed in Table 4. It appears that the APTs obtained 

in this way correlate better with the ab initio results. The one 

noticeable exception occurred for the YY component of the 

H(2) APT. There exists sign discrepancy between the ex

perimental and calculated APTs. However, it should be 

pointed out that the kind of discrepancy found here may have 

arisen because of the difficulty in separating the overlapped 

intensities experimentally. In order to test such a possibility 

we have calculated the intensities of CD2F2 by using the APTs 

obtained from the experimental inten옹ities of CH2F2. Assum

ing that 나此 sign choices taken from the quantum mechanical 

calculations are correct, 나le predicted intensities of CD2F2 

아be in close agreement with the measured values. The 

oredicted intensities are 26.2,196.1,106.3, 4.9, 33.1, and 10.7 

km/mole for the v2 + v8, v3 + v9, v4j v6, and v7modes of 

CD2F2, respectively. We see that there are indeed some 

discrepancies between calculated and experimental intensities. 

The major discrepancy appears to be in the intensities of the 

CD stretching modes, v( and v6 (predicted: 26.2, experimen

tal: 15.3 km/mole for Vt and predicted: 33.1 experimental 18.2 

km/mole for v6). At this time we are not able to judge which 

of two sets, predicted and experimental, is correct. In this 

respect, it may be worthwhile to remeasure the infrared in

tensities of the fundamental bands in both molecules of CH2F2

Figure 1. (a) Coordinate axes of difluoromethane used in the nor
mal coordinate calculation; (b) Coordinate axes of CH3F correlating 
with (a); (c) & (d) Rotated coordinate systems of CH2F2 with 나le z‘ 
axes along the respective C-H(2) and C—F⑷ bonds; (e) & (f) Rotated 
coordinate systems of CHF3 with the z'axes along the respective C- 
H(2) and C-F(3) bonds.
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and CD2F2. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to notice that 

the predicted intensities of the vt and v6 modes in CD2F2 above 

are closer to the quantum mechanically calculated values.

The rotated PXC(I), P/(2), and P：내) tensors of CH3F after 

conversion to the coordinate svstem for difluoromethane (see 

Figure 1(b)) are also listed in Table 4. As mentioned earlier, 

Person et al.3 used the APTs of CH3F in the prediction of the 

intensities of CH2F2 and found that the agreement between 

the observed and calculated intensities is not as good as ex

pected in light of the generally good agreement obtained for 

other systems. It can be seen from Table 4 that the absolute 

values of the yy and yz elements of P/(4' transferred from 

CH3F are significantly smaller than those from CH2F2 render

ing the yy element of P/*1) bein앙 relatively smaller. Accor

dingly, the predicted intensities for the B2 modes turned out 

to be substantially smaller than the observed data. On the other 

hand, the absolute values of the zy and zz elements of P/(4) 

from CH3F are larger than those from CH2F2 resulting in the 

relatively larger value for the zz element of PXC(I>. Th은se ef

fects seem to have led to the predicted intensities of the A】 

modes of CH2F2 being larger than the experimental intensities.

We have no easy explanation for the discrepancies between 

the predicted and experimental intensities. Nevertheless it ap

pears that the neighbor (H-H, H-F, and F-F) interactions 

should be considered for interpreting the difference between 

the APTs of related molecules. For the quantitative ra

tionalization, more systematic studies should be performed.

In order to get more information on the electronic struc

ture changes taking place during vibrational motions, the quan

tum mechanical polar tensors are analyzed for the charge

charge flux-overlap (CCFO) electronic contributions15. The 

results are represented in Table 5. The P况⑵ and P/(4J ten

sors are given in coordinate systems with the z* axes along 

the C-H(2) and C-F(4) bonds as shown in Figure 1(c) and 1(d), 

respectively, for comparison with those of CHF3. The Px^t21 

and P/(3) tensors of CHF3 correspond to the coordinate 

systems shown in Figure 1(e) and 1(f), respectively.

The major discrepancy between semi-empirical and ab in

itio calculated tensors arises from the differences in the net 

charge contributions. The net charge effect estimated from 

the ab initio method is considerably larger than that from the 

semi-empirical method. On the other hand, the charge flux 

contributions from both methods are much the same. It thus 

appears that underestimation of the CNDO calculation for the 

v9 band intensities of CHF and CD2F2 arises from the relative

ly smaller net charge contributions.

It seems interesting to notice that the net charge contribu

tions are nearly the same for both molecules, difluoromethane 

and fluoroform. The ab initio calculations exhibit that as the 

C-F bond stretches out the dipole component of CHF3 perpen

dicular to the stretching motion is greatly affected by the 

charge flux contribution compared to that in CH2F2. Such a 

large charge transfer effect is, however, compensated by the 

quantum mechanical interference effect letting the APTs of 

both molecules being comparable.

In order to assess the relative importance of each of three 

CCFO contributions for a given tensor we may define the 

following quantity,

(1/3) Z [ (aPcr/axJ 2+ (dP^/dya') a4- OPa/3za)2) (4)

as the square of the *'effective term-charge". According to 

the ab initio calculations, the effective term-charges of 

hydrogen atom in CH2F2 are 0.17, 0.09, and 0.16 e. respec

tively, for the net charge, charge flux, and overlap contribu

tions. The corresponding values in CHF3 are 0.20, 0.09, and 

0.20 e. For fluorine atom, the effective term-charges are 0.42, 

0.30, and 0.07 e in CH2F2 and 0.38, 0.37, and 0.26 e in CHF, 

for the net charge, charge flux, and overlap contributions, 

respectively. From the standpoint of ab initio calculations, it 

thus appears that the quantum mechanical interference effect 

increases as one H-atom of CH2F2 is replaced with a F-atom. 

It can also be seen that the charge-flux term is less impor

tant in the H-atom polar tensors while that becomes a domi

nant term for the F-atom tensors.

In the CNDO limit, somewhat different behaviors are 

observed. The effective term-charges of hydrogen atom are 

0.01, 0.08, and 0.06 e in CH2FZ and 0.02, 0.08, and 0.04 e in 

CHFj for the net charge, charge flux, and overlap contribu

tions, respectively. For the fluorine atom, the corresponding 

values are 0.20, 0.21, and 0.09 e for CH2 F2 and 0.20, 0.23, 

and 0.11 e for CHF& It seems interesting to notice that the 

values of effective term-charges in both molecules are much 

the same. The charge flux contribution plays dominant role 

for two atoms, H and F, in both molecules, CH2F고 and CHF*

Finally, it may also be interesting to compare the calculated 

effective atomic charges with those obtained from the analysis 

of the measured intensities. The square of the effective atomic 

charge is defined as one-third of the sum of squares of the 

polar tensor components; that is”,

ZX1/3) (5)

The hydrogen atom effective charge in CH2F2 was found to 

be 0.09 e from the analysis of measured intensities. Both the 

ab initio and CNDO calculations gave the same values. The 

ab initio and CNDO calculated values for the fluorine atom 

effective charge of CH2F2 are 0.62 and 0.44 e, respectively. 

The observed value, 0.57 e, agrees better with the ab initio 

result. Similar behavior was observed in the case of CHF” 

fhe ab initio calculated effective charges of H and F atoms 

in CHF3 are in good agreement with the observed values 

whereas the CNDO results exhibit substantial discrepancies. 

The ab initio calculated effective charges for the fluorine atoms 

in CH2F2 and CHF3 are exactly the same. Thus, the effective 

fluorine charge appears to be insensitive to the molecular 

structure. On the other hand, the effective hydrogen charge 

of CH2F2 differs significantly from the value (6-31G: 0.05, 

CNDO: 0.11, obs: 0.05 e) of CHF3. However, the value for 

CH2F2 falls inside of the range, /H/e = 0.088 ±0.015, observ

ed for most hydrocarbons2.

In conclusion, we have performed ab initio and semi- 

empirical calculations for the dipole moment derivatives of 

difluoromethane. The two methods have resulted in the same 

signs for the dipole derivatives with respect to the normal coor

dinates. The calculated intensities were, in 용eneral, larger than 

the observed values, approximately by a factor of 2. It seem

ed to be prudent to remeasure the intensities for both 

isotopically related molecules, CH고F? and CD2F2. We have also 

analyzed the theoretical polar tensors into the charge-charge 

flux-overlap contributions. The major discrepancy between 

semi-empirical and ab initio calculated tensors seemed to arise 

from the differences in the net charge contributions. In addi

tion, the effective fluorine charge appeared not to be sensitive
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Table 5. The CNDO and ab Initio Atomic Polar Tensors of C버2F2 and C버F3 Analyzed for the Charge-Charge Flux-Overlap Contribu
tions to the Dipole Derivatives (units of e)

CCFO contributions
APTs ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

net charge charge-flux overlap

6-31G

「0.02 0 - 0.0이 1 0.17 0 （门 ,"-0.07 0 -o.of 0.09 0 0痂
0 -0.02 0 0 0.17 0 0 -0.11 0 0 -0.08 0

0.04、.. 0 -o.isj L 0 0 0.1丄 -0.02 0 _0.(吃 0.06 0 -0.24

f^O.43 0 0.031 [^0.42 0 （广 J.05 0 -O.OS' ”0.04 0 . 0.05s

p『“ = 0 -0.38 0 0 -0.42 0 0 -0.03 0 0 0.06 0
次.05 0 -0.9』 L 0 0 -0.42, 、、0.03 0 -0.52 丿 0.07 0 0.03J
-0.05 0 -0.0?l [^0.01 0 0 二 0.09 0 o.oO] "0.05 0 -0.01

0 -0.06 0 0 -0.01 0 0 -0.07 0 0 0.02 0
、0.03 0 -O.I4J L 0 0 - o.oL -0.02 0 -0.07^ 0.05 0 -o.od

CH心 CNDO
<0.36 0 0.0히 -0.20 0

、、、
0 二 0.04 0 0.0? ^-0.12 0 0.0分

P/(4,= 0 -0.33 0 0 -0.20 0 0 -0.05 0 0 -0.08 0
頌 0.05 0 L 0 0 -0.20^ 0.01 0 -0.36 —J -0.05 0 -0.03J

尸 0.04 0 -0.0^1

0 0.02 0
、0.02 0 -O.I4J

Expt'l
^0.27 0 0.2^1

/ = 0 -0.25 0
-0.02 0 一 0.8&I

「二 0.01 0 （广、 「0.02 0 0] 「311 0 二 0.10 0 0、
PH,2>= 0 -0.01 0 0 0.20 0 0 -0.11 0 0 -0.10 0

0 0 -0.08 0 0 0.20J L 0
0 0.04J L 0 0 -0.31,

6-31G
「0.42 0 -0.071 「0.38 0 0] l<0.08 0 0.3^] 「0.04 0 -0A4

0 -0.44 0 0 -0.38 0 0 -0.08 0 0 0.03 0
0.04 0 -0.8§J L 0 0 -0.38. 、-0.04 0 -O.52J 、0.09 0 0.01,—

CHF3b
二0.09 0 「0.02 0

、、 
0 「二。州 0

、、 
0 "0.01 0

、、、 
0

P、”2) = 0 -0.09 0 0 -0.02 0 0 -0.09 0 0 0.01 0
0 0 -0.15 L 0 0 -0.02Jl。 0 -0.0^1 L. 0 0 --0.0匕

CNDO
[^0.39 0 -o.dii F（）・20 0 0 ■-0.08 0 -o.ob 「二 0.11 0 -0.0 亨

/ = 0 -0.40 0 0 -0.20 0 0 -0.06 0 0 -0.14 0
0.05 0 -0.6^ I 0 0 -0.20 0.00 0 -0.39J 0.05 0 -0.03.

"0.03 0 叮
p严= 0 0.03 0

I 0 0 — 0.0』
Expt'l

二「0.29 0 -0.05

p、””= 0 -0.29 0
l、0.12 0 -0.9旦

«The P 仰)and P A,4) tensors are given in coordinate system with the z' axes along the C-H(2) and C-F(4) bonds as shown in Figure 1(c) and 
1(d), respectively." fcThe PJ⑵ and PJ⑴ tensors are given in coordinate system as shown in Figure 1(e) and 1(f), respectively. The APTs of 
CHFj are taken from reference (18).
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Synthetic Studies on Penems and Carbapenems(IV). Practical Preparation of 
(3R, 4R)-4-Acetoxy-3- [(1R)-1 -hydroxyethyl] azetidin-2-one Derivatives from

6-Aminopenicillanic Acid
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Preparation of optically pure (3R, 47?)-4-acetoxy-3-[(l/?)-l-hydroxyethyl]azetidin-2-one derivatives, which can be employed 
as starting materials for synthesis of carbapenem and penem antibiotics, was established in high efficiency from 6-amino- 
penicillanic acid (6-APA). 6-APA was diazotized and brominated to give 6,6-dibromopenicillanic acid and its methyl ester 
was metalated with methylmagnesium bromide and condensed with acetaldehyde. The product, methyl 6-bromo-6-(l- 
hydroxyethyDpenicillanate was reduced with Zn-NH4Cl-NH4OH-acetone efficiently to give methyl 6-(l-hydroxyethyl)- 
penicillanate, which was protected either with /?,/?,/3-trichloroethoxycarbonyl group or with Z-butyldimethylsilyl group. The 
thiazolidine rings of these compounds were cleaved by treatment of mercury(II) acetate in acetic acid and permangante in 
acetone in sequence to afford the desired optically pure final products.

Introduction

After discovery of a carbapenem antibiotic, thienamycin 

(l)1 and Woodward's report2 on penems (2), much efforts 

have been focused on the synthesis of new nonclassical ft- 

lactam antibiotics and on the establishment of their structure

antimicrobial activity relationships3. Our current interest in 

synthesis of new penem and carbapenem antibiotics demands 

us to develop a practical method for preparation of the

stereochemically pure (37?,4-/?)-4-acetoxy-3-[(17?)-l-hydro- 

xyethyl]azetidin-2-one derivatives (3a and 3b). For the 

construction of penem or carbapenem structures these 

azetidin-2-one derivatives are good starting materials on 

many respects, since many well established methods for the 

functionalization4 at the C-4 postion of the azetidin-2-one ring 

have been developed and the formation5 of fused azetidinone 

bicyclic systems from these azetidin-2-ones can be easily 

achieved.
There have been several reports on the construction of 

derivatives of 3-(l-hydroxyethyl)azetidin-2-one. McCombie 

reported on the preparation of 3-(l-hydroxye：hyl)-4- 

ethylthioazetidin-2-one6 from 4-acetoxyazetidin-2-one and 

also from 6-APA(4). The azetidin-2-one derivative was us

ed for the construction of a penem antibiotic, Sch 29482. 

Chemists at Merck & Co. described the preparation of 

4-acetoxy-3-(l-hydroxyethyl)azetidin-2-one from aspartic 

acid7 and 4-acetoxy-3-[l-(/)-nitrobenzyloxycarbonyloxy) 

ethyl]azetidin-2-one from 6-APA in a patent8. However, it


